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Use glitter, gold leaf, paint and more to create rich textures in your decor. These high end, modern pieces are 
perfect for weddings, New Year’s Eve, or any event that deserves a little extra bling.  
 
 

Adding a few metallic, sparkly, or specialty balloons to your installations adds a ton of perceived value. Use 

words like “custom” and “high end” in your quote. By creating balloons your customers can’t get any place else 

you are standing out in the market and they will be more willing to pay your “high end” price! 

Products 

Metallic and Pearl 

 

Chrome 

 

Chrome Microfoils 

 

Microfoil & Glittergraphics 

          

 



My Favorite Techniques and Tips 

Hand painting or drips- Use a heavy bodied, acrylic paint. Water based, but not watery 

Latex dipped glitter balloon- Liquid latex, available online or in costume/makeup shops 

Gold leaf- available at craft stores, full sheets or shredded. Use rubber cement, Hi-float or latex 

to stick. 

Confetti filled- Use a piece of PVC in the neck of the balloon. Hi-float, inflate, then insert confetti 

for an even spread. 

Glitter filled- Use a plastic water bottle filled with glitter to easily fill a Hi-floated balloon. 

Glitter sprayed- polish balloons then sprits with spray glitter. 

Taper star- 12 tapers attached at the neck to create a star 

Taper fan- connect tappers side by side with glue-dashes 

Custom vinyl- Custom cut vinyl decals in metallics 

Water marble- Water marble a 5” balloon. Inexpensive nail polish works best. 

Paint pen- Oil based gold or silver 

Embellishing simply latex top prints- customize prints with paint or glitter 

Chrome linking balloons- use clear quick links and double stuff with Chrome or any color. 

Metallic paper fans- accordion fold paper to add another element to your piece. 

 

  



Quick Organic Garland 

My go-to recipe (makes ordering and calculating cost easy) 

Makes approximately 6 feet of garland 

Step 1 

 

Step 2 

 

 

Add mono throughout the garland in case one of the Quicklinks pops. 

All of these installations use this technique. I can build a 6-foot section in about 10 min. 

          

“sew” garlands together to create an organic wall 



Modern Centerpiece Base 

-1 square base from the craft store- found in the wood craft area. Used to create plaques or craft bases. 

-4 dowel rods 

- 1 thin sheet of wood. Also found in the wood craft area for model-making. Cut to the same size as the base. 

 

This is a great base for adding height. It mimics what 

many florists are doing right now and is a great 

alternative to using a not lamp or single pole base.  



Organic Wall 

I use this framework and love it! Available on Amazon. $34.99 

Julius Studio Photo Video Studio 10 ft. Adjustable Muslin Background Backdrop Support System 
Stand with Carry Bag, JSAG505 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07R6PBYQ5/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_image_o06_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1 

Build the cost into your orders every time and it pays 

for itself over and over again if you get it back. If not, 

you haven’t lost anything. 

You can also build your own for less but I find this 

easier. 

Using a simple Quick Link wall, you can create unlimited 

combinations of balloon walls. 

I create the wall in three chunks that fit into my small 

SUV, then inflate the “filler balloons” on site. I can put 

an entire wall together in less than an hour. 

 

 

 

 

 

Wall Pattern- Chris Adamo’s Design Tool- http://www.balloons.com.au/tools/design_tool.html#grid 

10X10 quick links fits perfect on this frame. 

Start with your basic X pattern then fill it uniform, or 

organic. Filler balloons are various sizes if doing organic, 

then add additional duplets and rubber banded duplets 

around the connecting balloons.  

You can make this as simple or as “full” as the clients 

budget allows. 

You can also add an organic garland around one or all of 

the sides to create a more organic backdrop instead of a 

square. 

 

In a piece this size I would recommend adding 5-10 

“specialty balloons” to give it a high-end look. A little 

extra time looks like a lot of extra money. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07R6PBYQ5/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_image_o06_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
http://www.balloons.com.au/tools/design_tool.html#grid

